Monophasic and biphasic relaxation during motor unit tetanic contractions of variable fusion degree.
The phenomenon of transition of the monophasic relaxation into biphasic course in the unfused tetanic contractions was studied on functionally isolated motor units of the rat medial gastrocnemius muscle. The sample consisted of 16 FF, 16 FR and 10 S MUs which were stimulated with the same, digitally controlled patterns. The new parameter--QRT/HRT ratio, was introduced as a convenient tool for the classification of the relaxation into monophasic or biphasic. Analysis of tetani evoked at increasing stimulation frequencies revealed similar relationships between the tetanic fusion degree and the shape of relaxation for all three types of motor units investigated. In each MU, the QRT/HRT ratio fell into two distinct ranges related to either monophasic (lower values) or biphasic (higher values) relaxation. The relationship was also found between the shape of relaxation and degree of tetanic fusion--the biphasic course appeared for better fused tetani when fusion index was over the mean of 0.8. Mechanisms of development of the biphasic relaxation were discussed with respect to importance of this parameter in force development and summation of successive contractions into tetanus. Moreover, it was pointed out that adequacy of mathematical modeling of motor unit contractions should benefit from the precise analysis of the mono- or biphasic course of relaxation.